TO THE STUDENTS OF THE BEAUX ARTS
INSTITUTE OF DESIGN: ALL DEPARTMENTS
A notice to you, taking my name in vain (together with the names of
two other modern architects whom I respect, Gropius and Le Corbusier),
has been sent to me. *
If this circular is proper evidence of the quality of inspiration to which
our young architects are now subject this may be the time for them to
help themselves. Reading between the lines of this lively circular which
contains a threat, I see that the Beaux Arts establishment in America
realizes that neither its old practices nor the old doctrines can be made to
apply longer, except by force.
But as this circular bears witness, the Beaux Arts is now ready to speak-
the-language of the new thought in architecture. Must then the Beaux
Arts leadership deny or betray modern architects before it can 'come over'
to modern architecture as gracefully as it thinks becoming to its dignity?
Or else, say (it does so in this circular) it won't come over to modern
architecture at all and 'all the students will be pushed back to classicism'?
And, are you, as students, reliably informed concerning what con-
stitutes modern architecture? You are officially told that 'it is not going
to become a style based upon Wright, Gropius and Le Corbusier.'
Now ... it is true that much that passes for modern architecture is not
organic because it is already contaminated by American Beaux Arts
standards of imitation. To unfortunate young architects so contaminated I
am a friendly enemy. But architecture as 'modern' has a future only
because these modern architects, whatever their faults (from whom I am
sorry to say the circular in question derives only language), are what they
are, and because they have done what they have done.
Yet it is because of their work that the Beaux Arts is now ready to
modify its programme or 'push you all back into classicism'!
I admit that the principles and practice of organic architecture are yet
insufficiently familiar to some of these modern architects against whom
you are officially warned. But they will be the principles you will be
moved by and that you will master if you do not betray your country to
the 'Beaux Arts' as it will betray you now and everywhere if it can do so by
assuming a virtue it cannot have. Unfortunately the Beaux Arts training
in architecture has been all the academic training Young America has had
a chance to get.
But today no man able to think for himself believes in such pseudo
'training'. No training like it can aid any young man to grow into a crea-
tive architect. These very principles of an organic architecture (modern
architecture) which the Beaux Arts 'views with alarm' and from which it
derives the unfamiliar language it tries to use in this circular—'the meaning
of materials', etc., etc., would blow their method and practice away were
they or their students able to grasp the real meaning of that language.
* See Notice to Students and Correspondents—Architectural Department—
School Year 1951-52, April 20,1952.
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